5 WAYS T&S SAVES YOU TIME AT INSTALLATION

T&S makes life easier for contractors and operators — whether it’s the way our products are designed and packaged, the way they’re built to last, or the way our knowledgeable customer service representatives are there when you need them.

1. ALL IN ONE BOX

T&S products are packaged with everything you need for installation in 1 EASY-TO-UNPACK box — saving time and unexpected trips to the dealer/distributor.

2. EASYINSTALL DESIGN

Our EasyInstall design, available on 1000+ T&S products, makes one-person installation FAST & SIMPLE.

3. SWIVEL-TO-RIGID SPOUTS

Switching from swivel to rigid is easy with the INCLUDED LOCK WASHER, which restricts movement of the spout when inserted.

4. KNOWLEDGEABLE CUSTOMER SERVICE

If you have a question, we’re ready to help — available by phone, email or online chat — with 90% of calls answered by a person within 30 SECONDS and emails answered within 24 HOURS.

5. INSTALL IT & FORGET IT

T&S durability means there’s MINIMAL MAINTENANCE NECESSARY — reducing repairs, replacement and costly downtime.

Each product is SHRINK-WRAPPED to ensure it arrives undamaged with all parts accounted for.

Switching from swivel to rigid is easy with the INCLUDED LOCK WASHER, which restricts movement of the spout when inserted.

Our knowledgeable customer service representatives have an average tenure of about 10 YEARS, so you can be confident you’re getting the right information the first time.
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EasyInstall designs take about HALF THE TIME to install, saving 50% on installation costs.